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Introduction: As we enter the post-antibiotic era, the rise of antibiotic-resistant pathogenic bacteria is becoming a serious threat to 
public health. This problem is further complicated by antibiotic-resistant biofilms, for which current treatment options are limited.
Methods: To tackle this challenge, we propose a novel approach that involves the use of photodynamic cationic pH-sensitive 
liposomes loaded with ultra-small copper oxide (Ce6@Lipo/UCONs) to effectively eliminate drug-resistant bacteria and eradicate 
biofilms while minimizing safety concerns and the risk of resistance development.
Results: Our study demonstrates that Ce6@Lipo/UCONs have minimal toxicity to mammalian cells and can significantly enhance the 
association affinity with methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA) as confirmed by fluorescent microscope and flow 
cytometry, thereby greatly improving the bactericidal effect against planktonic MRSA. The cationic nature of Ce6@Lipo/UCONs 
also enables them to penetrate MRSA biofilms and respond to the acidic microenvironment within the biofilm, effectively releasing the 
loaded UCONs. Our results indicate that Ce6@Lipo/UCONs could effectively eliminate biofilms under light irradiation conditions, as 
evidenced by both biomass analysis and scanning electron microscopy observations. In addition, significant antibacterial effects and 
abscess healing were observed in MRSA-infected mice treated with Ce6@Lipo/UCONs upon light irradiation, while good biocompat-
ibility was achieved in vivo.
Conclusion: Taken together, our findings suggest that photodynamic cationic ultrasmall copper oxide nanoparticles-loaded liposomes 
are a highly promising nano platform for combating antibiotic-resistant microbial pathogens and biofilms. The effective biofilm 
penetration and synergistic effect between photodynamic inactivation and metal sterilization make them a valuable tool for over-
coming the challenges posed by antibiotic resistance.
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Introduction
The use of antibiotics has greatly reduced the threat of bacterial infections.1–4 However, overuse and misuse of antibiotics 
have led to the emergence of antimicrobial resistance (AMR). As one of the most well-known multidrug-resistant (MDR) 
bacteria, gram-positive methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA) can cause various infections such as sepsis, 
pneumonic, and endocarditis. Over the years, MRSA has developed resistance to multiple antibiotics, including 
vancomycin.5–7 Biofilms, formed by bacteria that aggregate together within a matrix of extracellular polymeric sub-
stances (EPS), create a formidable barrier to effective anti-bacterial treatments and evade the host immune system.8,9 

MRSA is capable of forming biofilms, which enable it to persist in clinical settings for extended periods of time. Since 
conventional antibiotics are ineffective against resistant bacteria and biofilms, there is an urgent need to develop 
alternative antibacterial approaches.10–12
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Photodynamic therapy (PDT) is a promising approach for combating drug-resistant bacteria due to its minimal trauma 
and low toxicity.13–16 Unlike conventional antibiotic therapies, the mechanism of action of antibacterial PDT is less likely 
to lead to the development of resistance. However, because of the barrier formed by biofilms, penetration and 
accumulation of photosensitizers (PS), like many other drugs, are greatly limited, and thus PDT has not reached its 
potential in removing biofilms. To address this issue, PS-loaded nanocarriers have been developed to not only increase 
the aqueous solubility of PS but also improve the targeted delivery of PS at the infected sites. Surface charge and size are 
two main factors to consider during the designing of new nanocarriers. The bacterial membranes are negatively charged, 
which can be selectively targeted when the nanocarriers are positively charged.17–20 In addition, small nanoparticles 
(NPs) demonstrate a superior ability to infiltrate and remain in biofilms, because small NPs experience less diffusional 
hindrance. Studies have shown that the diameter of an efficient NP should be smaller than 3 nm, which can achieve 
almost 75% penetration of biofilms.21–25

Metal ions, such as silver and copper, have been widely used to treat infection and prevent bacterial contamination 
before the development of antibiotics.19,26–28 These metal materials are advantageous not only because of their 
antibacterial abilities but also because of the low likelihood of resistance.29 Among the metal oxides, ultra-small copper 
oxide nanoparticles (UCONs) have gained significant attention in recent years.26 Firstly, unlike gold, platinum, and silver, 
copper is a trace element necessary for the human body and may have good biocompatibility.19,26,27 Second, the cost of 
acquiring copper oxide is relatively low. Third, the ultra-small size of the particles may overcome the barrier of biofilms, 
leading to the penetration and specific targeting of pathogens. However, it is important to note that applications of 
a significant amount of heavy metals should be cautious in practical use.

Various drug delivery systems have been developed, which could efficiently deliver encapsulated drugs to their 
targets. Among these carriers, liposomes have attracted numerous attentions due to the efficacious interaction with cells, 
extended plasma half-life, enhanced accumulation and retention at the site of infection, and reduced cellular toxicity.30 

Up to now, liposomes have been successfully developed for commercially available antibiotics, such as mupirocin, 
aminoglycosides and polymyxin.31–33 It is well demonstrated that the encapsulation of EPS creates an oxygen-deficient 
biofilm microenvironment, which can lead to anaerobic glycolysis. As a result, acidic and highly reducing conditions are 
prevalent in many biofilms. As an example, the pH within MRSA biofilm microenvironments may decrease to 5.5 or 
even below, while the GSH concentrations in E. coli biofilms can be as high as 10 mM.34,35 Thus, exploiting the 
distinctive biofilm microenvironment necessitates the creation of novel approaches to address biofilm infections, 
especially those caused by bacteria resistant to multiple drugs.

In this study, to address the issue of antibiotic resistance in MRSA biofilms, we developed photodynamic cationic pH- 
sensitive liposomes loaded with ultra-small copper oxide (denoted as Ce6@Lipo/UCONs). We expect that this construct 
will have the following advantages: 1) The positively charged Ce6@Lipo/UCONs can penetrate into the biofilm through 
electrostatic interaction with MRSA, 2) The pH-sensitive phospholipids will promptly protonate to release UCONs for 
complete biofilm penetration after initial penetration, and 3) Bacteria killing and biofilm ablation can be achieved through 
a synergistic effect between photodynamic inactivation and metal sterilization. (Scheme 1).

Materials and Methods
Materials
The materials used in this study are listed in the Electronic Supplementary Information.

Methods
Preparation and Characterization of UCONs and Ce6@Lipo/UCONs
Ultrasmall copper oxide nanoparticles (UCONs) were synthesized via a facile modified method. Briefly, the CuCl2 

solution (0.2 M, 10 mL) was added into three-necked and round-bottomed flask, and stirred for 10 min at 80 °C using an 
oil bath. Next, L-ascorbic acid aqueous solution (0.5 M, 50 mL) was added dropwise into the flask along with vigorous 
stirring. The resulting solution was continuously stirred at 80 °C for 24 h and the color changed from blue to form dark 
brown solution. Subsequently, the aggregated particles were removed by centrifugation (6000 rpm/min, 10 min). 
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Meanwhile, the supernatant was purified using a dialyzed method to remove small molecules and other impurities. 
Finally, UCONs were washed using the distilled water, and then collected by centrifugation. The morphologies of 
UCONs were observed on a transmission electron microscope (TEM, JEM-1400, JEOL, Japan). The structure and 
interaction were analyzed using a Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectrometer (Nicolet IS10, Co., America). Zeta 
potential and particle size distribution of UCONs in distilled water was determined by a dynamic light scattering detector 
(ZS90, Malvern, UK).

Ce6@Lipo/UCONs was prepared by two steps. In the first step, Lipo/UCONs were produced by the ethanol injection 
method. A mixture of DSPG (50.0 mg), DOTAP (20.0 mg), DSPE-PEOz (15.0 mg) and Chol (10.0 mg) was added into 
5.0 mL of UCONs ethanol solution (0.5 mg/mL) under sonication for 15 min. Then, the mixture was slowly added to 
10 mL PBS (pH 7.4) at 50 °C, and the ethanol was removed from the mixture by rotary evaporation. The Lipo/UCONs 
were obtained after the unincorporated UCONs were removed by filtration through a 0.22 μm film. In the second step, to 
load Ce6 onto the Lipo/UCONs, 150 μL of Ce6 dissolved in sulfoxide (2 mg/mL) was added to 10 mL of Lipo/UCONs 
mixture, and the resulting solution was stirred for 2 h, followed by filtration to remove any unbound Ce6. The purified 
Ce6@Lipo/UCONs were stored at 4 °C for future use.

Scheme 1 Schematic illustration of photodynamic cationic ultrasmall copper oxide nanoparticles-loaded liposomes (Ce6@Lipo/UCONs) for alleviation of MRSA Biofilms.
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The physiochemical properties of Lipo/UCONs and Ce6@Lipo/UCONs, such as morphology, zeta potential and 
particle size, were evaluated, and entrapment efficiency (EE%) and drug loading (DL%) of UCONs were calculated 
using (Equations 1 and 2), respectively:

Where, the weight of UCONs was calculated from the concentration of Cu2+, which was measured using an 
Inductively Coupled Plasma-Optical Emission Spectrometry (PerkinElmer Avio®220 Max), and the Ce6 content in 
Ce6@Lipo/UCONs was calculated by measuring the absorbance at 660 nm.

The release behavior of UCONs from liposomal UCONs was evaluated at two different pH (5.5 and 7.4). The 
experiment involved placing 2 mL of Lipo/UCONs and Ce6@Lipo/UCONs in a dialysis bag (with a molecular weight 
cut-off of 100 kDa) containing 20 mL of pH 5.5 and pH 7.4 PBS, respectively. A total of 400 μL of the dialysis solution 
was sampled at specific time intervals to determine the concentration of Cu2+ by ICP-OES.

To determine the level of ROS generated in vitro, the probe 2,7-dichlorofluorescein diacetate (DCFH-DA) was 
employed. According to a previously reported procedure, dichlorofluorescein (DCFH) was prepared by incubating 3 μL 
DCFH-DA (2.5 mM) with 150 μL NaOH (0.01 mol/L) for 30 min, followed by reaction termination by adding 150 μL 
PBS. Subsequently, 100 μL DCFH was mixed with 300 μL of PBS, Ce6, UCONs, Lipo/UCONs and Ce6@Lipo/UCONs, 
respectively. After irradiation (100 mW/cm2, 10 min), the change of fluorescence intensity was evaluated using 488 nm 
as the excitation wavelength, and the emission spectra were recorded from 500 nm to 600 nm.

In vitro Biocompatibility Analysis
Cell viability test and hemolysis assay were conducted to evaluate the in vitro biocompatibility of UCONs, Lipo/UCONs, 
and Ce6@Lipo/UCONs, and determined as described in our previous report.36 The cytotoxicity of the tested formulations 
was evaluated against Vero cells. Vero cells were purchased from American Type Culture Collection (Manassas, VA, 
USA), and cultured in DMEM media (Gibco BRL, Grand Island, NY) containing 10% FBS. The cell viabilities were 
measured by an CCK-8 assay after being incubated with different formulations with a UCONs concentration ranging 
from 8 to 128 μg/mL overnight. For hemolysis assay, the concentration of UCONs also ranged from 8 to 128 μg/mL, and 
calculated by (Equation 3):

where, ODt is the optical density of the cells treated with UCONs, Lipo/UCONs, and Ce6@Lipo/UCONs at the 
concentration of t, and OD0 and OD100 are the optical density treated with saline and 0.5% Triton X-100, respectively.

Bacterial Binding Affinity and Biofilm Penetration
Bacterial Binding Affinity 
Free Ce6 and Ce6@Lipo/UCONs were added to MRSA suspensions at pH 7.4 and pH 5.5, respectively, and incubated 
for 2 h. A small portion of the MRSA suspensions (1 mL) was collected from each suspension, centrifuged, and 
resuspended in 100 μL of pH 7.4 PBS. The fluorescence images of the bacteria were captured using a fluorescent 
microscope (Olympus BX53F2, Japan). In addition, a BD FACSCanto II flow cytometry (USA) was employed to 
measure the fluorescence of the pretreated bacteria, while the untreated bacteria served as the negative control.

Biofilm Penetration 
The biofilms used in this study were fabricated as previously described,36 which were incubated with free Ce6 or 
Ce6@Lipo/UCONs at different pH (7.4 and 5.5) for 1 h, respectively. Green fluorescent imaging of the biofilms was 
performed after staining with SYTO 9 dye for 30 min using a confocal laser scanning microscopy (Zeiss LSM 880, 
Germany). An interval of 1 μm was used for the Z-stack images.
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In vitro Antibacterial Experiments
MICs Determination 
To determine the antibacterial activities of UCONs, Lipo/UCONs, and Ce6@Lipo/UCONs, the minimal inhibitory 
concentrations (MICs) against MRSA USA300 were measured through a micro-dilution method at pH 7.4 and 5.5. 
The NIR power density was set as 100 mW/cm2, and the irradiation time was set as 10 min.

Bacterial Fluorescent Imaging 
The toxicity of UCONs, Lipo/UCONs, and Ce6@Lipo/UCONs against bacteria was assessed using a Live/Dead 
BacLight bacterial viability kit. First, the cells were treated with 8 μg/mL of the UCONs or UCONs-loaded liposomes 
overnight at pH 7.4, 5.5, and 5.5+NIR, respectively, with a power density of 100 mW/cm2 and an irradiation time of 10 
min. Second, after being washed with PBS, the bacterial cells were stained with SYTO 9 and PI dyes for 30 min at 37°C 
in the dark. The stained bacterial cells were then observed using an optical microscope. (BX53F2 Optical Microscope, 
Japan).

Morphology of Bacteria 
The bacterial cells were firstly treated with 8 μg/mL of UCONs, Lipo/UCONs, and Ce6@Lipo/UCONs at pH 5.5 with 
irradiation at 100 mW/cm2 for 10 min. Then, the bacterial cells were collected by centrifuge at 3600 rpm for 5 min. To 
prepare the samples for morphological observation, the bacterial cells were fixed with 2.5% glutaraldehyde at 25°C for 2 
h and treated with ethanol. The dehydrated bacterial cells were then placed on a silica wafer and visualized using 
a scanning electron microscope (Zeiss EVO LS15, Germany).

In situ Detection of ROS Production 
The production of reactive oxygen species (ROS) in bacterial cells was assessed after being incubated with different 
formulations (PBS, free Ce6, UCONs, Lipo/UCONs, and Ce6@Lipo/UCONs) at pH 7.4, 5.5, or 5.5+NIR (100 mW/cm2, 
10 min) at 37°C for 2 h. The bacterial cells were washed with PBS and treated with DCFH-DA at a final concentration of 
10 μM for 30 min at 37°C. After centrifugation and washing with PBS three times, fluorescent images of the bacterial 
cells were recorded using a fluorescent microscope (Olympus BX53F2, Japan).

Biofilm Eradication Assay
Biofilm Eradication and Quantification 
To evaluate the biofilm eradication efficacy of different formulations (PBS, free Ce6, UCONs, Lipo/UCONs, and 
Ce6@Lipo/UCONs,) mature biofilms were incubated with these agents for 12 h and then the biofilm biomass was 
quantified using the crystal violet (CV) method. The irradiation time was set at 10 minutes, with a power density of NIR 
at 100 mW/cm2. In these formulations, the concentrations of UCONs and free Ce6 were set at 32.0 µg/mL and 4.0 µg/ 
mL, respectively. The biofilms were stained with a 0.5% (w/v) CV solution for 10 min, and then 200 µL 95% ethanol (v/ 
v) was added to replace the CV solution, after which the biofilm biomass was quantified by measuring the absorbance at 
590 nm on a microplate reader (BioTek Synergy H1, USA).

SEM Imaging of the Biofilms 
The biofilms treated with different formulations (PBS, free Ce6, UCONs, Lipo/UCONs, and Ce6@Lipo/UCONs) 
were subjected to SEM analysis to determine their morphology. Mature biofilms that had grown for 96 h were 
exposed to these formulations with UCONs and free Ce6 concentrations of 32 µg/mL and 4.0 µg/mL, respectively, for 
12 h in 24-well plates. The biofilms were then fixed, gradually dehydrated, and coated with gold before being 
observed on a SEM (Zeiss EVO LS15, Germany). The power density of NIR was set at 100 mW/cm2, and the 
irradiation time was 10 min.

ROS Production in Biofilms 
To investigate ROS production in MRSA biofilms, the ROS indicator DCFH-DA was used to stain the biofilms treated 
with different formulations (PBS, free Ce6, UCONs, Lipo/UCONs, and Ce6@Lipo/UCONs with or without NIR) for 2 
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h. The fluorescence of the biofilm was recorded using a confocal laser scanning microscopy (Zeiss LSM 880, Germany). 
An interval of 1 μm was used for the Z-stack images.

In vivo Anti-Biofilm Efficiency
Back abscess-bearing mice were used in this study, which were administered subcutaneously with 50 μL MRSA USA300 
and then randomly divided into five groups. On the day 4 after infection, the mice were subcutaneously injected with 200 
μL of different formulations: (i) saline, (ii) free Ce6, (iii) UCONs, (iv) Lipo/UCONs, or (v) Ce6@Lipo/UCONs at a dose 
of 2 mg/kg UCONs, respectively. After the treatment, the abscess was irradiated with 660 nm light (100 mW/cm2) for 10 
min. And then after 48 h, a second treatment with the same dose was applied. The body weight of the mice was 
monitored daily. H&E staining and Gram’s staining were used to analyze the MRSA-infected tissues after the treatment 
on day 9. The bacterial load was determined after the abscesses were homogenized. Additionally, main organs, including 
the kidney, lung, liver, heart, and spleen, were collected and evaluated for in vivo toxicity using H&E staining.

Statistical Analyses
Statistical analyses were performed using Student’s t-test, and the data were reported as mean ± standard deviation (S.D). 
The significance level was represented as *P <0.05, **P <0.01, ***P <0.001, and ****P <0.0001 for the respective 
levels of statistical significance.

Results and Discussions
Characterization of UCONs and UCONs-Loaded Liposomes
UCONs were successfully synthesized using cupric chloride and L-ascorbic acid as reaction precursor. TEM images 
showed that UCONs were uniform and their size was only approximate ~3 nm (Figure 1a). HRTEM image of UCONs 
cannot observe significant fringer lattice, indicating that UCONs might be amorphous (Figure 1b). In addition, 
Ce6@Lipo/UCONs were fabricated by the direct encapsulation of Ce6 molecules and UCONs using liposome. 
Figure 1c indicated that Ce6@Lipo/UCONs were significantly larger than that of UCONs and presented cluster-like 
nanostructure. X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis of Ce6@Lipo/UCONs did not show significantly diffraction peaks, and 
only had a wide peak at the range of 10–30° degree, further confirming the amorphous state (Figure 1d). Subsequently, 
the composition of Ce6@Lipo/UCONs was analyzed using XPS spectra. As shown in Figure 1e, XPS full spectra of 
Ce6@Lipo/UCONs demonstrated the presence of C, N, O, and Cu elements. Moreover, Cu2p peaks appeared at 932.1 
and 952.3 eV (Figure 1f), corresponding to Cu(I) in the paramagnetic chemical state, indicating that UCONs should be 
Cu2O ultrasmall nanoparticles. Besides, C1s spectra showed three peaks at 284.5, 285.9, and 288.2 eV, which were 
respectively assigned to C-C, C=C, and C=O (Figure 1g), confirmed the successful encapsulation Ce6 molecules and 
liposomes. The composition of Ce6@Lipo/UCONs was also further analyzed using FT-IR. It could be seen in Figure 1h 
that Ce6@Lipo/UCONs showed significant peaks of -P=O and -C=C bonds, further demonstrating the successful 
fabrication of Ce6@Lipo/UCONs. DLS analysis showed that the hydrodynamic size of UCONs only about 9.26 ± 
1.15 nm, however, Lipo/UCONs increased to 82. 58 ± 0.80 nm. Notably, compared to Lipo/UCONs, the hydrodynamic 
size of Ce6@Lipo/UCONs had no significant variation, implying that the loading of photosensitizer Ce6 cannot affect the 
colloidal stability of particles (Figure 1i). Further loading Ce6 onto the Lipo/UCONs led to a decrease in both zeta 
potential to +37.73 ± 3.71 mV, due to the neutralization of charges. The average drug loading content of Ce6 and UCONs 
were 0.281 and 2.25%, respectively. The encapsulation efficiency of UCONs was above 85%.

For outstanding antibacterial activity, an efficient drug release controlled by stimuli should be important. The release 
profile of UCONs from Ce6@Lipo/UCONs was evaluated at different pH conditions. As illustrated in Figure 1j, the 
cumulative release of UCONs from Ce6@Lipo/UCONs exhibited a sustained release profile at physiological conditions 
(pH 7.4); less than 25% of UCONs were released over an 8-hour period. This finding suggests that liposomes maintain 
their structural stability at physiological pH and effectively restrict the release of UCONs. However, when the pH was 
adjusted to mimic the acidic biofilm microenvironment (pH 5.5), a rapid release of UCONs was observed. Over a 4-hour 
period, nearly 60% of UCONs were released and over 90% were released after 24 hours. The remarkable contrast in 
the release pattern of UCONs observed at varying pH values confirms the pH-sensitive nature of the system and the 
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destabilization of liposomal structure in acidic environments. It is worth noting that irradiation also accelerated the 
release of UCONs. Upon irradiation, an initial burst release of up to 28% was obtained within 0.5 h, which could be 
attributed to the increased fluidity of the phospholipid bilayer caused by the photothermal effect of Ce6.

To evaluate the production of ROS, the fluorescent probe DCFH-DA was utilized, which emits green fluorescence in 
the presence of ROS. As depicted in Figure 1k, the fluorescence intensities of PBS, UCONs, and Lipo/UCONs remained 
almost constant, indicating that Lipo/UCONs themselves do not have a photosensitizing effect. Conversely, Ce6@Lipo/ 
UCONs produced a considerable amount of ROS when exposed to a 660 nm laser, similar to that of free Ce6. These 
findings indicate that the presence of Ce6 on Lipo/UCONs does not hinder the photosensitizing ability of Ce6.

Figure 1 (a) TEM image and (b) high-resolution TEM image of UCONs; (c) TEM image of Ce6@Lipo/UCONs; (d) XRD spectra of Ce6@Lipo/UCONs; (e) XPS full 
spectra, (f) Cu2p spectra, and (g) C1s spectra of Ce6@Lipo/UCONs; (h) FT-IR spectra of Ce6@Lipo/UCONs; (i) hydrodynamic size of UCONs, Lipo/UCONs, and 
Ce6@Lipo/UCONs. (j) Cumulative release of UCONs from Ce6@Lipo/UCONs by different treatments (pH 5.5, pH 7.4 and pH 5.5+NIR). (k) Plots of the absorbance 
change of DCFH after incubation with different formulations (PBS, UCONs, Lipo/UCONs, Ce6 and Ce6@Lipo/UCONs) under irradiation.
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Hemolysis and Cytotoxicity Behavior
Evaluation of the biocompatibility of nanoparticles is crucial to determine their potential for biomedical applications. In 
this study, the impact of UCONs, Lipo/UCONs, and Ce6@Lipo/UCONs on the viability of Vero cells were assessed 
in vitro (Figure 2a). The results show that these nanoparticles did not exhibit significant toxicity towards the cells even at 
a concentration as high as 128 μg/mL (equivalent to UCONs), as the survival rate remained above 90%. Additionally, 
undesirable effects to the host tissues, such as erythrocyte lysis, were measured to assess the biocompatibility of these 
nanoparticles. The results demonstrated that the hemolysis rate (<5%) caused Ce6@Lipo/UCONs was negligible in blood 
cells, even at concentrations as high as 64 μg/mL (Figure 2b). These results indicate that the in vitro safety of Ce6@Lipo/ 
UCONs is acceptable, expanding the possibilities for its use in future applications.

Bacterial Binding Affinity and Biofilm Penetration Behavior
To measure the binding ability of liposomes with bacteria, we utilized fluorescence microscopy and flow cytometry to 
observe the MRSA cells after treatments with free Ce6 and Ce6@Lipo/UCONs. The results depicted in Figure 3a 
indicated that free Ce6 could only be weakly absorbed by MRSA, as indicated by the faint red fluorescence. In contrast, 
the cells treated with Ce6@Lipo/UCONs exhibited strong red fluorescence, indicating their enhanced binding ability with 
MRSA. Similar results were observed by flow cytometry, as depicted in Figure 3b. Moreover, it is noteworthy that the 
fluorescent intensity of Ce6@Lipo/UCONs at pH 5.5 was lower compared with that of pH 7.4, which may be attributed 
to the disassociation of Ce6@Lipo/UCONs under the acidic condition. However, even at pH 5.5, the fluorescent intensity 
was higher than that of Ce6, indicating that the binding affinity was still increased under this condition. Thus, the 
enhanced binding affinity of Ce6@Lipo/UCONs could potentially advance the delivery of both Ce6 and UCONs.

Biofilms form a strong barrier, which greatly hinders the delivery of common anti-bacterial agents. To assess the 
penetration ability of Ce6@Lipo/UCONs, 3D CLSM was employed. As shown in Figure 3c, when the biofilm was 
treated with free Ce6, no obvious red fluorescence was detectable within the biofilm. However, when the biofilm was 
treated with Ce6@Lipo/UCONs, the intensity of red fluorescence was greatly enhanced, indicating Ce6@Lipo/UCONs 
exhibit excellent penetration and diffusion ability into MRSA biofilms at both pHs. The positively charged Ce6@Lipo/ 
UCONs could be advantageous in promoting improved penetration and accumulation in biofilms. Additionally, the 
penetration behavior of Ce6@Lipo/UCONs was not affected by pH values, indicating that Ce6 could be effectively 
delivered into biofilms before dissociation.

In vitro Antibacterial Activity
The antibacterial activities of UNCONs, Lipo/UCONs and Ce6@Lipo/UCONs were firstly evaluated under different 
pHs. As illustrated in Table 1, both Lipo/UCONs and Ce6@Lipo/UCONs showed pH-dependent antibacterial activity. At 
pH 7.4, both Lipo/UCONs and Ce6@Lipo/UCONs had a MIC value of 512 μg/mL, but this value decreased significantly 
to 32 μg/mL at pH 5.5, which is equivalent to that of UCONs. The enhanced antibacterial potency was attributed to the 
efficient release of UCONs. Moreover, the photodynamic antibacterial efficacy of Ce6@Lipo/UCONs was further 

Figure 2 (a) Cell cytotoxicity evaluation and (b) hemolysis analysis of UCONs, Lipo/UCONs and Ce6@Lipo/UCONs.
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assessed. After irradiation, the MIC value of Ce6@Lipo/UCONs decreased to 8.0 μg/mL. At this concentration alone, 
neither free Ce6 (approximately 1.0 μg/mL) nor UCONs (8.0 μg/mL) demonstrated any antibacterial activity.

The antibacterial effect of Ce6@Lipo/UCONs on planktonic bacteria cells was further investigated using a Live/Dead 
assay. The concentrations of Ce6 and UCONs were set as 1.0 μg/mL and 8.0 μg/mL, respectively. The results show that free 
Ce6, Lipo/UCONs and Ce6@Lipo/UCONs alone exhibited limited bactericidal activity at pH 7.4 (Figure 4a). Although the 
antibacterial effect of free Ce6 was improved under light irradiation, most of the bacteria cells were still alive. The 
antimicrobial efficacy of Lipo/UCONs and Ce6@Lipo/UCONs was enhanced upon exposure to an acidic environment at 
pH 5.5, owing to the effective release of UCONs. Notably, the combination of metal sterilization and photodynamic 
inactivation exhibited by Ce6@Lipo/UCONs resulted in complete eradication of MRSA under pH 5.5+NIR.

SEM images of MRSA were compared to investigate the changes of bacterial morphologies under different 
treatments (Figure 4b). In the blank control group, all microbes retained their characteristic shapes and smooth 
surfaces. No obvious disruption was observed on the surface of the bacteria cells treated with UCONs, and only 
a few displayed irregular shapes. When the MRSA cells were treated with Ce6@Lipo/UCONs under pH 5.5+NIR, 

Figure 3 Enhanced bacteria association of Ce6@Lipo/UCONs. (a) Fluorescence microscope observation and (b) flow cytometry analysis of MRSA suspensions treated 
with different formulations (free Ce6 and Ce6@Lipo/UCONs) at pH 7.4 and 5.5, respectively. (c) 3D CLSM images of MRSA biofilms treated with different formulations 
(PBS, free Ce6 and Ce6@Lipo/UCONs) at different pHs (7.4 and 5.5).

Table 1 MIC Values of UNCONs and UCONs-Loaded 
Liposomes Against MRSA USA300

Formulations MIC (μg/mL)

pH 7.4 pH 5.5 pH 5.5+NIR

UNCONs 32 32 32
Lipo/UCONs 512 32 32

Ce6@Lipo/UCONs 512 32 8
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Figure 4 (a) Live/Dead assay, (b) SEM images and (c) ROS generation of MRSA treated with different formulations (PBS, free Ce6, UCONs, Lipo/UCONs and Ce6@Lipo/ 
UCONs under pH 7.4 and 5.5).
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microbial deformations and wrinkled surfaces were observed. In contrast, these changes were not observed when 
treated with free Ce6+NIR.

The primary antibacterial mechanism of Ce6@Lipo/UCONs is believed to be oxidative stress damage. A large 
amount of reactive oxygen species (ROS) can be produced when Ce6 and UCONs are present, which can oxidize 
biomolecules of bacteria such as DNA, proteins, and lipids, ultimately resulting in death of bacterial cells. Thus, we 
investigated the ROS generation capability of Ce6@Lipo/UCONs upon light irradiation using DCFH-DA dye as an 
indicator (green fluorescence). Figure 4c demonstrates that UCONs were able to regulate the ROS production, with 
noticeable green fluorescence observed in MRSA following the treatment. As anticipated, the MRSA treated with 
Ce6@Lipo/UCONs under light irradiation exhibited the strongest green fluorescence, indicating the highest potential 
for producing ROS and antibacterial activity. Additionally, the fluorescent signals of MRSA overlapped with ROS 
production, demonstrating that Ce6@Lipo/UCONs induced an in situ ROS production in the bacteria cells. These results 
demonstrate that a synergistic bactericidal effect of Ce6@Lipo/UCONs could be realized by combining metal steriliza-
tion and photodynamic inactivation against MRSA.

Ablation of Bacterial Biofilms
Taking advantage of the effective biofilm penetration of Ce6@Lipo/UCONs, we assessed their performance in biofilm 
ablation using crystal violet staining and SEM observation. The free Ce6 treatment, with or without irradiation, did not 
significantly alter the biofilm structure. Similarly, treatment with UCONs or Lipo/UCONs at the tested concentration (32 
μg/mL) only showed weak dispersal efficacy on the biofilms. In contrast, under irradiation, the biofilm treated with 
Ce6@Lipo/UCONs was noticeably lighter compared with that without light irradiation (Figure 5a). The changes of 
biofilm remaining after the treatments were shown in Figure 5b. Without NIR, the mass residuals of the biofilm did not 
change when treated with free Ce6 at 4.0 μg/mL compared to that treated with PBS. When light irradiation was applied, 
the mass residual was reduced by approximately 18%. Treatments with UCONs or Lipo/UCONs at a concentration of 32 
μg/mL caused approximately 29% reduction in biofilm mass residuals, no matter with or without irradiation. The 
dispersal percentage of the biofilm treated with Ce6@Lipo/UCONs was around 28% in dark, similar to that of 
UCONs, while the treatment under light irradiation caused around 83% reduction of the biofilm mass residuals. The 
morphology of biofilms under different treatments was evaluated by SEM observation (Figure 5c). Prior to the treatment, 
the biofilms showed extensive bacterial aggregates and adhesion of extracellular polymeric substances (EPS), with the 
bacteria exhibiting typical coccus morphology. The biofilms could be moderately disrupted upon the treatments with free 
Ce6+NIR and UCONs, while the most significant elimination of biofilm mass was observed by the treatment of 
Ce6@Lipo/UCONs under irradiation, and the aggregated bacterial cells were completely removed. Taken together, 
Ce6@Lipo/UCONs demonstrated efficient penetration ability into MRSA biofilms and exhibited great bactericidal ability 
through a synergistic effect between photodynamic inactivation and metal sterilization.

The effect of Ce6@Lipo/UCONs on ROS production in biofilms was investigated (Figure 5d). The biofilm incubated 
with Ce6@Lipo/UCONs and subjected to laser irradiation exhibited the strongest green fluorescence of ROS among the 
tested formulations. The abundance of ROS in the biofilm was effective in killing bacteria. In contrast, the group treated 
with free Ce6 under laser irradiation showed very low or negligible green fluorescence of ROS due to the inability of free 
Ce6 to penetrate into the biofilm. The fluorescence of ROS in the biofilms treated with UCONs and Lipo/UCONs was 
also very weak due to their limited bactericidal activities at the tested concentration.

Our findings suggest that Ce6@Lipo/UCONs exhibit a synergistic effect in the ablation of biofilms, which can be 
attributed to two mechanisms. First, UCONs can effectively kill bacterial cells by the release of metal ions, and at the 
same time, UCONs can lead to the accumulation of ROS, resulting in irreversible bacterial cell damage. Second, in 
combination with PDT in chemodynamic therapies, UCONs exhibit enhanced bactericidal efficacy in the treatment of 
drug-resistant pathogens. However, it is important to note that in vitro methods have their limitations, as they do not 
precisely mimic the complex in vivo conditions of bacterial environments.
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In vivo Antibacterial Activity
The effectiveness of Ce6@Lipo/UCONs against bacteria in vivo was investigated using a BALB/c mouse model with 
back abscesses. The experimental design and treatment protocol are shown in Figure 6a. As depicted in Figure 6b, the 
treatment by Ce6@Lipo/UCONs caused a significant decrease in bacterial counts by approximately 98.3%, which was 
significantly better than that by Ce6+light. Moreover, UCONs, UCONs+Light, Lipo/UCONs, Lipo/UCONs+Light and 
Ce6@Lipo/UCONs-treated groups also demonstrated antibacterial activity to some extent by reducing bacterial viabil-
ities to 33.80%, 35.19%, 34.26%, 39.81% and 32.87%, respectively. The body weight of Ce6@Lipo/UCONs-treated 
BALB/c mice completely recovered to the normal range, indicating that Ce6@Lipo/UCONs exhibited great therapeutic 

Figure 5 (a) Biofilm imaging using crystal violet staining, (b) percentages of residual biofilms, (c) residual biofilm imaging using SEM and (d) ROS generation after being 
treated with PBS, free Ce6, UCONs, Lipo/UCONs and Ce6@Lipo/UCONs overnight. Data are shown as mean ± S.D (n = 3), ***P <0.001, ****P <0.0001.
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efficiency (Figure 6c). It should be noted that the weight of the mice may be affected by the inflammation and pain 
caused by the treatments. The antibacterial efficacy of Ce6@Lipo/UCONs was further confirmed through H&E staining 
and Gram’s staining. The saline-treated group exhibited severe subcutaneous tissue necrosis and a high number of 
bacteria was observed (Figure 6d). On the contrary, the Ce6@Lipo/UCONs-treated group exhibited no obvious 
abnormality in the subcutaneous tissues, and bacteria could not be detected. Furthermore, Ce6@Lipo/UCONs showed 
good biocompatibility as no significant pathological changes were observed in the main organs (Figure 6e).

Conclusions
In this study, a new type of photodynamic cationic ultrasmall copper oxide nanoparticles-loaded liposomes were 
successfully developed for the treatment of antibiotic-resistant biofilms. These Lipo/UCONs were found to be biocom-
patible with mammalian cells, and the anionic photosensitizer, Ce6, could be efficiently loaded via electrostatic binding 
and maintain its photodynamic activity. Ce6@Lipo/UCONs showed improved antibacterial activity not only against 
planktonic MRSA due to the enhanced bacteria association, but also against mature MRSA biofilm by effective 
penetration inside the biofilm. Our results demonstrated that the treatment of MRSA biofilms in vitro by Ce6@Lipo/ 
UCONs led to significant reduction of biomass and viable pathogens within biofilms. In vivo studies were further 
conducted using a MRSA-abscess mouse model treated with Ce6@Lipo/UCONs and light irradiation. The results show 
that no obvious abnormality was observed in the subcutaneous tissues and bacteria could not be detected. Histological 
analysis demonstrates that Ce6@Lipo/UCONs exhibited good biocompatibility as no significant pathological changes 
were observed in the main organs. In summary, Ce6@Lipo/UCONs developed in this study exhibit high anti-bacterial 

Figure 6 (a) The experimental design and treatment protocol for MRSA-abscess mice model. (b) Quantitative analysis of the bacteria in the infected tissue, (c) changes in 
body weight, (d) histological analysis of the infected tissues after H&E staining and Gram’s staining, and (e) the major organs after H&E staining. The mice were treated with 
different formulations (PBS, free Ce6, UCONs, Lipo/UCONs and Ce6@Lipo/UCONs with and without irradiation). Data are shown as mean ± S.D (n = 6), ***P <0.001, 
****P <0.0001.
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activities against both planktonic MRSA and its biofilm through a synergistic effect of metal sterilization and photo-
dynamic inactivation, providing a promising approach in the treatment of antibiotic-resistant bacteria.
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